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Faculty Spends $180,000 Interest

Marshall Fund Allocated
By GAIL GIANASI NATALE
The C- M faculty will ask the CSU
Board of Trustees to s pend $55 , 000 from
accumulated money in the ClevelandMarshall Fund to hire a Visiting Distinguished Professor for the 1977- 78
school year--when the new Law School
building is scheduled to open.
Accumulated funds total approximately $180 , 000 according t o Prof . Joan
Baker , head of the Cleveland-Marshall
Fund Committee . CSU Trustees , at their
June 9 meeting , will make the final determination of how the money will be
spent . It is earmarked for "student
enrichment . "
At their May 7 meeting the C- M
faculty spent nearly two hours debating
how to spend the accumulated funds .
They approved spending up to $35 , 000 to
hire Richard Howells , reader in law at
the Polytechnic of Central London , as
a visiting professor for the 1976- 77
school year if there is no additional
faculty vacancy .
In addition, the faculty approved
spending $65,000 fo r library materials
but rejected a recommendation f rom the
Fund Commi ttee that any balance in the
fund go to the library . The fac ulty
also rejected spending $15 , 000 from t he
C-M Fund for student research assistantt
to ass is t with the first year legal
bibliography program in conjunction witl
the small group writing program .
While most of the faculty conceded
that the library needed financial assistance several expressed concern that if
the Marshall Fund money was used it
would preclude getting sufficient library funds allocated in the regular
budget.
Law Librarian Bardie Wolfe told t he
faculty that the library needs a baseline figure of $200, 000 per year to
keep current -- $130,000 for the proper
number of serials and $70 , 000 for new
volumes.

Horar• H•1A11 lf'ill
lf'riti11f Co111p1titio11
Competitors are invited to submit
one last will and testament purportedly
written by Howard Hughes . All wills
must be dated befor e Howard Hughes
died . The will should be handwrit t en
(no crayons please) and will be judged
on originality, the s tatute of wills ,
and any criminal records of the beneficiaries . Bring all wills to the Gavel
office before midnight May 24 . The
winning will will be printed in the
Gavel , then sent to Las Vegas to be
entered in the National H. R. Hughes
Will Writing Competition t o be held in
Nevada probate court this summer .
[Not open to Gavel staff members ,
Clifford Irving or his family ]. Decision of the probate judge is a final
judgment capable of appeal. Punishable where prohibited by law.

The current baseline budget for
library materials is $150 , 000 , Prof .
Wolfe said . In addition , the library
will get $50 , 000 from t he University
Development Fund "but this money cannot
be used for serials and the total will
not be enough t o pick up the periodicals we were forced to cancel , " he said.
The faculty will consider expenditures from current funds of about
$30 ,000 for the 1976- 77 school year at
its May 21 mee ting . Among t he recommendations is an increase f r om $10, 000
to $15 , 000 for lecture series speaker s
and $5 , 000 for supplemental faculty
travel.
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New Law R eview
Chief Elected
Members of the Cleveland State
Law Review elected Clair Dickinson
Editor-in-Chief for t he upcoming
academic year on May 15. During
Dickinson's term of office t he Law
Review will host t he National Conference of Law Reviews , which is attended by representatives of law schools
nationwide .
An orientation meeting was held
following the election to explain to
eligible firs t-year day and first and
second- year evening students the mechanism of the summer writing competition and the requirements fo r becoming a member of the Review . Approximately 60 people a ttended the meeti ng

Wi lZiam Rutter, author of Gilbert law swrunaries, autographs his lates t wor k,
an 85- page outline of Corpus Juris Secundwn, for two C- M s tudents foUo!Jing
his speech here on />fay l 2. The smalZ but enthusias tic audience hor.or ed
Ruttel' l.Jith a s tanding ovation.

LUCASVILLE : GUARDS, PRISONERS STRIKE
By CHRIS STANLEY
The inmates of Lucasville prison
s taged a successful three-day hunger
s trike , f rom April 30 t o May 2. The
purpose of the strike was to get the
prison administration to act on nine
demands which the prisoners sought to
negotiate with the administration a
week earlier. The demands were first
delivered t o the administration in midApril by sixteen elected leaders (one
from each block) . After the administration refused to act on t he demands ,
the prisoner s began their fast . For
three days , 98% of the prisoners refused
to eat.
The nine demands in question are
the same ones prisoners have been making
throughout prison his t ory . The demands, which center around being able
to live as human beings , are:
-- decreasing the population of t he
institution

improving the food
bettering medical facilities
paying idles
crea ting more jobs
investigation of t he commissary
increasing inmate input into programs
-- implementing a viable redress procedur e for removing incompetent guards .
- - increasing paroles.
Almost all of these demands are related t o overcrowding at the prison .
The institutions capac ity is about
1 , 500 ; presently, there are over 2, 000
inmates in Lucasville . As a result ,
two men occupy cells designed for one;
the lack of privacy has increased tension ; the food budget has not increased
in proportion t o the inmate population
causing worse and less food ; and more
men remain idle for 24 hours a day .
Another occurrence served to sharpen
focus on t he problem of over crowdin~ .

(conti nued on P. 3)
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Smilin' Jimmy Hits Main Line
By JOHN MAC CALLUM
Jimmy Carter cannot be denied the
Democratic presidential nomination;
that is the bottom line after the
Pennsylvania primary . At the moment ,
much will be made by various hopefuls
and an excited media about stopping
the man, and a number of primary results will give credence to the speculation. But it is strictly whistling
in the wind. By the rules of the bizarre game Jimmy and the rest have
been playing , he is the winner and he
deserves to win . The bandwagon has
begun to roll . The cumulative effect
of all those magazine covers and the
five minutes on Cronkite is too much
for a legitimate denial and an ille-

Letters to the Editor ·························

Dear Editor:
We urge all graduating law seniors
and faculty of the law school to boycott the Universi ty convocation on
June 13 , 1976, and to attend the separate law school convocation which will
follow-OU the same day at 2:30 P.M. in
the University Center Cage .
The purpose of this boycott is to
protest the lack of proper funding of
the law library by the University.
This type of protest will demand only
a minimal sacrifice from those students
wishing to attend graduation ceremonies
since guests will not be permitted to
attend the University convocation.
Guests are , of course , invited to
attend the separate law school ceremony .
Patricia Simia Kleri,
Class of ' 76
Gail Sindel!,
Class of ' 76

(Editors note : Pat and Gail are graduating nwnber i and 3 in their class . )
To The Editor:
As Co-Chairpersons of the Law Women's Caucus , we would like to offer our
perspect ives and ideas to the law school
community.
There are four basic objectives we
hope to develop in the Law Women ' s Caucus:
1) A community forum centered on
the various roles and jobs held
by Women Lawyers. We hope to
sponsor a regular program featuring women attorneys, judges ,
legal workers , and professional
business women. The programs
would explore the various experiences encountered by these
women and the opportunities they
see for women in the law today.
As always , we will try to maintain an informal , crative atmosphere , open to all students .
2)

The majcrity of next year's
budget would be allocated to
cover the costs of attending
the Women and Law Conference
to be held in Madison, Wisconsin in March, 1977.

3)

The Women ' s Orientation next
fall would be developed around
the questions : "What does it
mean to be a ' Woman Lawyer'?"
and " What does it mean to a
Woman to be a Lawyer?"

4)

The Caucus office is being rejuvenated as a lounge . It is
to be a place for students to
come to relax , and to interact
informally.

We are happy to announce that Dean
Gale S. Messerman will be serving as
our Faculty Advisor for the year 19761977 .
Carol Vlack
Sandra Weeks

gitimate one would scramble the party
when it can taste the White House .
There is no secret to his success.
He wanted it the most , with a tireless ,
single-minded determination that confounded his opponents . He gauged hi s
campaign pitch to a bummed-out electorate , with a nomination strategy
gleaned from the McGovern insurgency.
Then, there was the good fortune the
flow of events lent him: to punch
through early in New Hampshire , knock
out Wallace in Florida, nip Udall in
Wisconsin , withstand defeat in Massachusetts and New York, and then achieve
that decisive victory in Pennsylvania.
With our obsession for politics as
another spectator sport, all this has
been duly noted .
The failure of the opposition to
Carter also deserves attention. For
the third time in a row , what used to
be called the Democratic power brokers
have failed to deliver enough votes
to their candidates in the primaries .
In 1968, Humphrey was unable to beat
Kennedy or McCarthy in the primaries ,
but triumphed in a closed state cau-

( continued on P. 4)

THIS ISSUE, OUR BICENTENNIAL
Tory of the Week Award

IS PRESENTED TO
Th e Ohio Supreme Court-Bar Ex aminers
An obscure note in the April 18 issue of the Ohio Bar concerning a
change in the question areas on the upcoming bar has caused a reaction among
graduating seniors that might best be compared to the Continental Army's
feeling after General Arnold ' s famous sale of West Point t o the British.
The change consists of eliminating one of the questions from the Constitutional Law category and add i ng one to Commercial Transactions . In addition , Commercial Transactions has been expanded to include Article IX of
the U.C.C., thus in effect making Secured Transactions a "bar course . "
Such short notice of an important change in the make-u~ of the Bar Exam
has all the appearances of a shell game without the pea. T . R.O. ' s have been
granted for lesser offenses.
Those seniors unable to enroll in a Secured Transactions course in the
middle of the quarter should be able to sympathize with the plight of Howard
Rossen , who is currently scurrying about town attempting to whip up a new
outline .

Wilkinson Slashes S.l At C-M
By JACK KILROY
"The United States may be the first
country to institute Fascism through the
deomocratic process , " Frank Wilkinson
told a CSU audience May 5. Wilkinson,
the executive director of the National
Conunittee Against Repressive Legislation , discussed the prospects for passage of S. 1.
Wilkinson blasted several U. S. Senators for deceiving the public about s. 1.
"I doutt that any of them have [read the
bill] , except McClellan and Hruska , " he
said. Wilkinson read a letter written by
Sen . Taft stating that S. 1 is not a
pr oduct of Nixon, contains no Nurenburg
defense and has no anti-labor provision .
He r efuted Taft's statements by readin~
Nixon ' s introduction of S. l as his
"major legislative endeavor," by citing
S.l, section 541 , "Defense Based Upon
Exercise of Public Authority , " and by
citing S.l , section 1722, the Extortion
definition which would include most la-

C-M Student Seeks
Sheriff Post
By MIKE RUPPERT
Paul Newman, second year C- M student,
is among the crowded field seeking the
Democratic nomination for Cuyahoga County
sheriff . Newman , a lifetime Collinwood
r esident , is r unning because of his interest in law enforcement and dissatisfaction with incumbent Ralph Krieger.

Newman feels his chances are good
"because the big names--Ar thur Westfal l ,
Geral d McFaul , John Sweeney and James
Barrett-- will split the vote; my name
will pull votes in areas where I'm known
• •• and interviews with civic groups will
add more . "
Newman said the sheriff should be
a qualified leader and administrator.
As a leader he cited his experience as
a staff sergeant in the Airborne Rangers: "I led assault missions in V~ct
Nam which taught me how to lead people
i n stress situations ••• I have also directed counselors for the Cleveland
Society for the Blind in summer camp
programs . " As for his administrative
ability Newman said, " I haven't been
t ~ icd ar.d tested, but I thir.k I can administer competently."
Newman said the worst deficiency of
the Kreiger administration is the
handling of problems in the county jail.
Those problems -- overcrowding, rape ,
racial tensions , and drugs -- can be
ameliorated by continued training of
deputies, improving personnel, increased monitoring of prisoners, and
keeping potential problems in mind when
pl acing prisoners within the jail, Newman said.
Finally, Newman said he believes
being receptive to feed-back from the
community is essential to improving
the sheriff's office; the sheriff
should be trained in the law; and that
the need for the exclusionary rule can
be circumvented by aggressive police
work which follows police operating
procedures drafted to protect Constitutional Rights .

bor strikes. Wilkinson recommended
that the voters of Ohio demand that
Taft withdraw his co- sponsorshin and
support of the bill or 11 send him back
to Cincinnati for six years."
The finger was pointed at liberals
Hart, Kennedy and Aboureyk for their
activities on the Senate Judiciary
Committee. What Wilkinson termed "the
liberal sellout" includes :
-- failure to attend any of the subcommittee meetings on S.l, thereby
allowing McClellan and Hruska to push
their own views through;
-- meeting secretly (contrary to the
Sunshine Laws) with Mansfield , Scott,
McClellan and Hruska, in order to reach
a compromise ;
-- supporting the view that S.l can be
safely amended, despite the enormous
length and breadth of its coverage.
Wilkinson stressed that liberals ,
rather than conservatives , are primarily responsible for the passage of re~
pressive legislation. He pointed to
the "racist Rap Brown Act," which was
labelled "a tribute to Martin Luther
King," as an example of liberal participation in repression. He also condemned the news media for their failure to adequately report news on S. 1.
S. l represents the view that the
way to deal with the crime problems is
to pass more laws with longer prison
terms, Wilkinson said, and added " old
laws are expanded or revised to make
them more effective or repressive , repressive or effective." He quoted for mer National Lawyers Guild President,
Doron Weinberg; "crime in the United
States is an unorganized response to
the realities of racism and repression."
Wilkinson stated that long prison
terms merely add to the crime problem , "When I was in prison (after unsuccessfully trying to abolish the
House Un- American Activities Committee ,
365 U.S. 399) I was so angered that •.•
I could've killed somebody." He said
that a criminal code should "start with
a presumption for probation, short sentences and parole."
The Senate Judiciary Committee is
still trying to reach a "sham compromise" in order to pass S.l , Wilkinson concluded. He urged everyone to
fight S.l by working with the Cleveland
Coal ition to Stop S. l (c/o ACLU or
National Lawyers Guild) and to demand
that Taft and Glenn withdraw any and
all support of S.l.

Real E1t11te ~llllillll;age
Co11tluctetl At C-JI

3

Approximately one hundred attorneys, accountants and other real estate
professionals attended a Continuing Legal Education Program entitled "Real
Estate: Trends and Problems," held in
the University Center on May 14 and 15
and sponsored by the College of Law.
Featured speakers included James F.
Streicher , of Calfee, Halter & Griswold, who spoke on Limited Partners:
Rights and Remedies; James H. Berick,
of Burke, Haber & Berick, who spoke on
The Troubled Loan; Joseph W. Jacobs ,
of Florida State University Law School ,
who spoke on Leasing Arrangements;
Stephen L. Kadish , of Kadish, Krantz &
Weiss Co . , L. P . A. , who spoke on Major
Tax Issues ; and ~arvin Kelner of Investment Associates, Inc. , who spoke
on Subsidized Housing and Syndications.
Representing the law school faculty
were David B. Goshien , who spoke on
Basic Tax Concepts , and Donald J. Weidner, who spoke on Current Developments
in Realty Partnerships.
Each person attending the two-day
program received a 300 page bound volume of seminar materials , plus supplements. Interested persons may receive
copies of the materials , which include
speakers ' outlines and recent cases ,
regulations and rulings , by making
checks payable to "C . S.U. Real Estate
Problems Seminar," in the amount of
$20 for each set requested , and mailing
them to Real Estate Problems Seminar ,
in care of the law school (the student
price for the materials is $14) . Questions concerning the materials should
be addressed to Professor Donald J .
Weidner , at (216) 687-2315.

The day after tbe inmates started
their hunger strike, there was a wildcat strike by 70% of the prison guards .
Their main demand, like the prisoners ',
was a decrease in the prison ' s population. The administration refused to
bargain with them unless they returned
to work ; that strike lasted five days .
As a result of these two strikes,
a team of Ohio legislators toured the
prison and held hearings on the inmates ' and guards ' complaints.
The prisoners are waiting to see
what the administration is going to do
about their demands. Arnold Jago , the
Lucasville warden, has met once with
the sixteen inmate leaders, and future
meetings are planned,

Criminal Justice Info Center Opens Here
Focusing on citizen involvement as
a key to crime prevention in the Cleveland community , the Criminal Justice
Public Information Center opened here
last month.
"Citizens can do a great deal to reduce crime and improve the criminal justice system, but simply lack information on how to go about it" , accord~ng
to John J. (Jack) Sweeney, former Director of the Administration of Justice
Committee and now Director of the Information Center .
The Information Center has a commitment to inform the public of facts,
trends and problems in the area of criminal justice . It ' s objectives are to
increase public understanding about
crime and the Greater Cleveland criminal justice system and to promote the
active involvement of citizens and their
organizations in crime reduction progr ams. Its functions are to:
--Maintain a library of written
and audio- visual materials open
to the public;
- - Make available a Speakers Bureau
composed of system officials and
trained citizens , supported by
the Library;
- -Issue reports on public policy

issues in criminal justice and
hnh\ media forums;
- - Operate a Volunteer Clearinghouse which will match interested individuals with volunteer
placement opportunities;
- -Provide support to community
organizations wishing to develop
crime reduction programs;
- - Maintain a telephone service to
answer questions about the system and to catalog citizen concerns about crime and the system.
The center , which features i t s telephone number as its letterhead and on
all its publications , hopes to use the
information from its telephone calls
and from research to put together a
plan which reflects the Cleveland community ' s interest in what crimes are
to be prevented, and how to do so.

361-1803
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTER
3510 CHESTER AVENUE · CLEVELAND, OKIO 44114 · AREA CODE 216
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Carter Carnival. .. (continued from page 2)

cus and convention system. Since then ,
the openir.g of that system to nonorganization Democrats has resulted
in two outsiders taking the nomination.
If it was not intuitively obvious before Pennsylvania that the party and
union organizations have lost their
say until after the conventions , it is
now . After all , the extent of the
Carter margin in the face of the AFLCIO was so devastating that even Hubert
Humphrey shut up .
The mesmerizing influence of this
year ' s chief Democratic myth - that the
convention would deadlock - replaced
1972 ' s (Muskie the Invincible) and
1968 ' s (Incumbents get Renominated) .
It undeniably aided Carter while it

low opinion congressmen have of the
people . " We should never forget that
the poor bastards in government who
do give a damn often feel just as let
down by the people as the people do in
them.
It is true that the success of
Carter's appeal, its religiosity , its
call for love and truth , does speak
well of the idealism of Americans , the
belief that their ' s is a great and
good country . Unhappily , it is also a
lazy , fatheaded idealism, precious
short of understanding, looking fo r
someone to trust so that it can be
lead by the nose . For the problems
are not ones to be solved merely by
trustworthy men . In politics, even

MacHel1¥- .Rlchmond New1· Lt•der

kept many influential.people in the
wings waiting for the real action to
begin in New York . The only political
smarties I knew who would not endlessly babble deadlock dwelt on the mys terious merits of Birch Bayh , Scoop
Jackson ' s millions and those 500 delegates George Wallace would have . But
they were paper tigers all.
:'o those looking for some kind of
change in the way America works , Morris
Udall's failure to clear the Wisconsin
hurdle , indeed , to have any real im~
pact at all, bodes ill for the future ,
for it either marks an end or a lapse
to a certain kind of candidate, created
by the outrage to the Vietnam War, who
offered some possibilities . Perhaps ,
as one commentator has said , the dirty
little secret of 1976 is that Americans are bored with politics , find that
it has little to do with them, and do
not give a damn . The emergence of
Jimmy Carter and his message of reassurance can then be seen as simply
filling a vacuum of the moment, after
the harrowing days of the last decade ,
until Am~ricans are ready for stronger
stuff. But it seems a fragile hope .
A gloomier assessment holds that
Carter's success is a tribute to the
inflexibility of the vision of most
Americans, that after the lessons of
Vietnam , Nixon , and Watergate , that
Americans still have no good historical sense , that they have acquired
nothing except a dull resentment against all their governors . Instead
of listening to talk of hard choices ,
what Americans want is the soft sell ;
to be told , that their government has
gotten away from them , and what they
need to do is put in the White House
a man whom they can trust , who will
put things right and never lie to them.
And , no doubt, tell them bedtime
stories every night . It all brings
back t he comment of the decidedly anonymous congressman, when asked to com.~

honorable men must be watched skeptically , by the people , with institutions
to check them, so that t heir good intentions do not land us all in hell .
The problems, in fact , deal not with
the failures of individuals, but instituti?ns, and a long battle awaits
us until the reforms we know we need
can be made . The first step to a solution is not to elect some good guys ,
but for the bulk of Americans to get
involved like citizens in a functioning democracy ought . Civic duty has
become unfashionable in an era of
specialization , when you do your job
and hire others to do the r est . But
we can no longer leave it to others in
politics , because they do a lousy job .
One can hold a gloomy view when
he considers the virtues of Morris
Udall, that man of integriLy and wit
who pulled off that rather bogus speec~
here last week. Here was a man with
the sense to be against the war and
for the environment a decade ago , with
the balls to say so in a jingoistic ,
utility-dominated state . Someone with
the brains to write a good lawbook and
the the heart to write the first good
book on the frustrations of being a
congressmen. In short , another of
those fine Democrats with the mystical
intellectual qualities that guarantee
their unelectability .
After Udall , the choice fo r American reformers is either to clean up
their act or pull up their tents . A
new sense of how things must move is
required . Jerry Brown ' s appearance
on the scene is only one indicator that
it is coming; Tom Hayden may well be
another .
Al Lowenstein may be right when he
says that Jerry Brown is the real
Jimmy Carter. If the excitement in
the Maryland crowds greeting Brown
is more than mediamen's imagination ,
then Brown might well have grabbed the
nomination if he had moved earlier.

went on the low opinion people have of

His appeal has some pros yammering like

the Congress, as reflected in the polls.
"That ' s nothing , " he replied , "to the

they have not since Bob Kennedy died
eight long years ago . But now Brown

~an be considered nothing more than an
amusing diversion , unless politics has
gone completely surreal . Such is fate
and timing in the presidential sweepstakes. I have heard it said that
Theodore White firmly believes that
at a single point in the campaign of
1968, first Bob Kennedy, then George
McGovern C?) , Ted Kennedy , and Hubert
Humphrey all had the American presidency in the palm of their hand , but
failed to know it and grasp it , and
the moment passed , never ever to return . The same may be true for Brown .
Eight years of Jimmy Carter will
change the political scenery a lot.
And so, gentle reader , as the r e ality of the Carter candidacy draws
near with every Gerry Ford fluff , our
total ignorance of what it will be
like also looms large . Safe to say
it promises to be a mindblower and we
need be on guard . Carter is smooth
with a mysterious interior that could
be anything. He may lull us to sleep
with a saccharin presidency, he may
pull us together , blow us apart , or
just take us over . As his pollster
Pat Cadell says "our candidate hasn't
got issues , he ' s got a theme." This is
spooky talk coming from the men who have
the country for the next four years and
I have my fingers crossed.
David Halberstam has said that the
most dangerous type of president is not
a screwloose loser like Nixon , but a
charming character like John Kennedy,
armed with the boob tube , and completely
manipulative to boot . Humorlessness
and self- righteousness would not be
welcome additions to such a personality ,
for it would add up to a man with the
worst characteristics of Nixon , Kennedy ,
and Wilson . It is a tribute to the
lunacy of the nomination process that
we can select Jimmy Carter without
knowing whether or not he is such a r::i.an .

Notes & Briefs
MOVIES
CSU FILM SOCIETY
LENNY

BLAZING SADDLES

LAST TANGO
IN PARIS

2 : 00
8:00
10 : 30
8:00
10 : 30

May 21

2 : 00
8 : 00
10 : 00
12 : 00
8:00
10:00
12:00

May 28

2 : 30
8 : 00
10 : 30
8 : 00
10:30

May 22

May 29

June 4
June 5

Call 687-3800 For Further Information

GENERAL
BROWNE 'S CIVIL PROCEDURE REVIEW
Saturday ,May 29 from 9am-5pm in M.C .
202

SPE C IAL EVENTS
ANNUAL RECOGNITION LUNCHEON
Cleveland-Marshall Law Alumni Association
Wednesday,May 26 at 12:00 NOON . Bond
Court Hotel Ballroom. Honoring John
M. Manos , U. S. Federal Judge of
Northern District of Ohio . C1ass of
1950 . Tickets available at University
Hall Room 107 ($8.00 .

